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Introducing............



Gender Tech Podcast:
Amplifying Women's Voices in

Science and Technology.



At Gender Tech Initiative Uganda, we believe in the power of technology to create positive change
and advance gender equality. That's why we are thrilled to announce the launch of our newest
initiative: the Gender Tech Podcast! Hosted by our dynamic team leader, Ms. Ruth Atim, this
engaging and thought-provoking podcast is dedicated to exploring the intersection of gender and
technology.

In each episode of the Gender Tech Podcast,
Ruth dives into various topics related to gender
equity, diversity, and inclusion within the tech
industry. From discussing the latest trends and

innovations to sharing inspiring stories of
women breaking barriers in STEM fields, the
podcast aims to amplify women's voices and

experiences in the tech sector.



Through insightful discussions and interviews with
experts in the field, the Gender Tech Podcast delves deep
into the challenges and opportunities faced by women in

tech. Ruth and her guests explore how technology impacts
different genders, highlight the achievements of women in

STEM, and discuss strategies for promoting gender
equality and inclusivity in the industry.



Get Involved and Stay Connected.

We invite you to tune in to the Gender Tech Podcast and join the conversation on social
media. Share your thoughts, questions, and ideas with us using the hashtag

#GenderTechPodcast, and help us build a more inclusive and equitable tech industry for all.
Together, we can empower women to embrace science and technology and create a brighter,

more inclusive future for generations to come.

Don't miss out on the latest episodes of the Gender Tech Podcast – subscribe today and join
us on this exciting journey towards gender equality in tech!



     SPOTIFY

Listen on and watch on;

Join Us on Social Media.

The Gender Tech Podcast is available on various platforms, including TikTok, Facebook, Instagram,
YouTube, and Spotify. Whether you're a tech enthusiast, a gender equality advocate, or simply curious about

the intersection of gender and technology, there's something for everyone to enjoy and learn from on our
podcast.

https://podcasters.spotify.com/pod/show/gender-tech-podcast
https://podcasters.spotify.com/pod/show/gender-tech-podcast
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAkKgbQl_X20J20QUXKR1Ug
https://www.facebook.com/gender.tech.podcast

